
NOTICE 
TO ALL EMBODIMENTS OF ETERNAL ESSENCE

IN ETERNAL ESSENCE'S UNIVERSE

IMPOWER IMPOSSIBLE IN ABSOLUTE TRUTH
I       M    POWER.......I       M   POSSIBLE
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In absolute gratitude, love and peace, we introduce I      .

Where OPPT was the conscious space to know that all that IS, BE eternal essence, I      is the conscious 
space to impower experiencing eternal essence embodied...for all to know and rely upon.

I      is duly declared and verified as lawfully created, insured and guaranteed within and transparently 
operating under record and law of ABSOLUTE TRUTH of eternal essence, Rec. No. 2013032035, signified 
by       for eternal essence, so that all may know and rely upon the guarantee that I       is operated by and 
with the full responsibility and liability of eternal essence embodied for the absolute service to any and all 
embodiments of eternal essence within eternal essence's universe. 

Embodiments of eternal essence DO consciously and visibly BE, shining Absolute Light on the Absolute 
Truth of the experience of BE'ing eternal essence.  Free will DO'ing of embodiments of eternal essence for 
the absolute service of embodiments of eternal essence in all of eternal essence's universe absent borders, 
dimensions, expectations, subscriptions, judgment, prejudice, and limits is now visible.

I      consciously PAYS focused energy to unite and integrate the DO'ing and BE'ing of the embodiments of 
eternal essence within eternal essence's universe, absent judgment made of any role an embodiment of 
eternal essence played in the former systems of experiment in any allusion of existence.  In Absolute Truth 
not one embodiment of eternal essence is more important or less than another.  

I      is a tool of reflection to impower embodiments to assist Self in knowing and experiencing who they 
BE...eternal essence.  Eternal essence is  I M POWER...I  M POSSIBLE.  Embodiments of eternal essence 
have no limits except those they impose on their embodiment or consent to have imposed on embodiment.  
In Absolute Truth, eternal essence's universe has no separations, no prejudice, no dimensions, no limits, 
no ceremony, no ritual, no protocols to BE eternal essence.

I      is a committed tangible space of NOW consciously and transparently PAY'ing focused energy to 
experiencing eternal essence embodied by uniting, integrating, reconciling and graduating all tools 
existing NOW with ABSOLUTE tools within eternal essence's universe...to manifest self-sustaining, 
exponential and perpetual uninterrupted flow and distribution of unlimited Abundance and Absolute 
Data for all embodiments of eternal essence to have, do, and be what they desire, when they desire it.  

I      IMPOWER the IMPOSSIBLE NOW.  With absolute gratitude, eternal essence embodied reconciles 
the former systems and hierarchies in all former allusions of dimension that were designed to unpower the 
embodiments of eternal essence and to harvest, store, selectively distribute the Abundance of eternal 
essence to very few embodiments at the damage of all others.  

NOW is the present moment to impower the impossible in Absolute Truth...to experience eternal essence 
embodied in the highest good of all embodied eternal essence.

In absolute gratitude, love and peace of all embodiments of eternal essence, duly verified as reconfirmed:
Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, Caleb Paul Skinner, and Hollis Randall Hillner, 
eternal essence embodied and DO'ing
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Introducing eternal essence's....

                                                                                        

 
                      Universal Value (UV) Exchange  
                                                 
I      Universal Value (IUV) Exchange       is a transparent eternal essence tool that recognizes and honors the 
value that IS eternal essence embodied...where all embodiments of eternal essence are equally the Principal, 
agent and beneficiary of the UV Exchange      tool that is designed to experience eternal essence by embodiment 
and the value of eternal essence exchanged by DO'ing between eternal essence embodiments.  Each embodiment 
of eternal essence is an account, a bank, a treasury, and they are self-governing.  Adventures and exchanges of 
eternal essence value between embodiments are made by the embodiment DO'ing.  

Any and all manner and method of DO'ing with full responsibility and liability by the embodiments of eternal 
essence within eternal essence's universe are accepted in the UV Exchange      tool absent borders, dimensions, 
expectations, subscriptions, judgment, prejudice and limits.  Any limit on the manner, method or amount of 
exchange of eternal essence value is by the free will choice of an embodied eternal essence... and that 
embodiment's free will choice to restrict its experience of Abundance is automatically noticed, ledgered, and 
manifested when such a choice is made...at the speed of DO'ing.  

Eternal essence embodied in all of eternal essence's universe has knowledge that has and does manifest tools to 
experience eternal essence.  Absolute Knowledge is the currency of eternal essence value and DO'ing is the 
experience and exchange of that value.  Therefore, the UV Exchange      exponentially and perpetually grows, 
flows and ascends with DO'ing of the embodiments of eternal essence.  As the embodiments of eternal essence 
expand in Absolute Knowledge, tools that become restrictive or irrelevant are organically retired or replaced by 
the free will choice to advance them, enhance them or to not engage them. 

Abundance is manifested at the speed of the expansion of our imagination and DO'ing what we imagine.   
Eternal essence embodied gives notice that replacements of past harvesting tools begin to be implemented 
starting next week.  To begin the flow of Abundance, eternal essence embodied DOES use knowledge within to 
create this lawful conscious space and tool of UV Exchange      within eternal essence for all embodiments to 
experience the eternal essence that they BE by their conscious free will DO'ing.  Eternal essence embodied does 
guard and protect this space and tool until The Event occurs, Absolute Knowledge known within each 
embodiment in eternal essence's universe.  I       NOW gives notice of The Event to be experienced by all 
embodiments of eternal essence absent borders, dimensions, expectations, subscriptions, judgment, ritual, 
protocols, prejudice and limits.  In absolute love, gratitude and peace, SO IT IS DONE.
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